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Nov 14, 2016
These meetings

1.0 release

1.1 and 1.2 planning

Contributor License Agreement

Contributing.md

Open discussion
Meetings Format

- Monthly
- Eventually opened to external collaborators

Agenda
- (15 mins) next release status
- (10 mins x 3) show and tell of new features
What these meetings should not be

- An opportunity for people to complain about things they don't like
- "My project wants it this way"
- Bring it up outside of this meeting in a constructive way
Release Schedule

- **1.0 August 2016**
  - Basic functionality in place

- **1.1 October 2016**
  - Refactorama (code cleanup - views)
  - Upgradorama (Play 2.5, Salat, secure social)

- **1.2 November 2016**
  - New features

- **2.0 March 2017**
  - Only ceiling cat knows
1.1

- Upgrade to Play 2.5 and Scala 2.12.0
- Drop secure social
- Drop Salat and Casbah out of date
- Remove external javascript libraries from code base
- Remove Brown Dog dropping of Mongo collections for extractors monitoring
1.2

- Improvements and new features currently in development
- Upcoming new features
  - geostreams
  - elasticsearch
  - download collections
  - extraction bus
# Change Log

All notable changes to this project will be documented in this file. This project adheres to [Semantic Versioning](http://semver.org/).

## [Unreleased]

### Added
- zh-CN and zh-TW translations from @tianshuo.
- de translation from @mpbzh.

## [0.3.0] - 2015-12-03

### Added
- RU translation from @aishek.
- pt-BR translation from @tallesl.
- es-ES translation from @ZeliosAriex.

## [0.2.0] - 2015-10-06
License

☐ NCSA / University of Illinois

☐ MIT?

☐ More recognized

☐ Apache 2?

☐ Patents!

☐ A change requires prior committer to agree to new license
Contributor License Agreement

☐ We now have one!

☐ Anyone outside the university needs to sign it

☐ 3 signers already
Open Discussion